employ the Cepheid period-luminosity (P-L) relation to measure galaxy distances out as far as the Virgo cluster. The vital steps in this program are (1) to obtain reliable photometry of stellar images from the Wide Field Camera (WFC) exposures of selected galaxies (and from WFPC 2 after the HST servicing mission), and (2) to calibrate this photometry to obtain reliable distances to these galaxies from the Cepheid P-L relation. We have used the ALLFRAME program (based on DAOPHOT-11) to determine 28 instrumental magnitudes -22 of F555W (-V) and 6 of F785LP and from the Palomar 5.Om (using the wide-field COSMIC camera) and 1.5m telescopes. Secondary standards, taken from the COSMIC and CFHT frames, were established in each of the WFC fields in Johnson V and Cousins 1, allowing a direct transformation from ALLFRAME magnitudes to calibrated V and F785LP magnitudes, giving mean V N 23 magnitudes accurate to N +0.1 msg.
Introduction
l'here are now several relatively precise methods for measuring distances to distant (< 100 Mpc) .ga,laxies, using secondary distance indicators (eg surface brightness fluctuations for elliptical; IR Tully13sher relation for spirals; planetary nebulae luminosity functions; type Ia supernovae luminosities), but there are still uncertainties as to the zero-points for each of these methods. The goal of the Extragalactic Distance Scale Key Project is to use a reliable primary distance indicator (Cepheids) to measure distances of a variety of galaxies out to the Virgo cluster, and from these distances, establish the zero-points for the secondary dist ante indicators (Mould et al 1993) . These calibrated secondary distance indicators should then be capable of measuring }Iubble's expansion parameter (Ho) to an accuracy of 10%.
.'
Although 11S7"s aberrated optics rule out the use of the WIJC of WF/PC 1 for most of the target galaxies of the I+ktragalactic Distance Scale (Ho) key project -postponing most observations until after WFPC 2 is installed --M81 is sufficiently close that 1570 of a typical Cepheid's luminosity (which is the fraction of a star's apparent luminosity that is sampled in the core of WFC'S pointspread function) is bright enough to be identified in the two moderately crowded fields that were selected. Thus an early start was made in developing and testing appropriate photometry routines that could both cope with undersampled images with high cosmic-ray counts, and take advantage of multi-epoch images of the same field, that are necessary for identifying Cepheids and determining their periods. Two fields in M81 were chosen. The first included V30 (one of only two Cepheids known from ground-based observations -see Freedman & Madore 1988) , and the other was chosen to sample the major axis of M81, N5.5 arcmin from the nucleus. V and 1 P-L relations for the M81 WFC data and a distance modulus have been presented in Freedman et al. (1993) . Here we present a detailed discussion of the calibration of these data, color-magnitude diagrams and luminosity functions.
As a compromise between Cepheid pulsation amplitude (which decreases with increasing wavelength) and mean magnitude accuracy (which improves with increasing wavelength, due to the reduced amplitude, as well as reduced extinction uncertainties), 22 of the WFC exposures of each field were made using the F555W filter, which covers a similar bandpass to the Johnson V filter. An additional 6 exposures were made using the F785LP filter (similar to Kron-Cousins 1) in order to establish a mean reddening for the Cepheids (eg Freedman et al. 1992) .
After the Cepheids have been found, the important part is to catibrate their magnitudes, as it is from these that the P-L relation is used to measure their distance. However, calibration of WFC photometry onto a standard system is by no means straightforward. The spherical aberration causes variations in the shape of the point-spread function (P SF) across each chip, which includes changes in the ratio of the PSF'S core to halo luminosity. More importantly, the WFC flatfields are obtained from earth-streaked exposures, none of which are entirely flat (deviations from flatness may be as large as 20% -Phillips 1993), and there exists a time variation of detector sensitivity due to contamination of up to 0.15 mag in F555W (Rltchie & MacKenty 1993; I,abhardt et al 1993) . The problems are tllorou~hly discussed in the WII'/PC l'ina~ Orbital/ Science Verification Report (1'a,ber and Westphal 1{){)2, 1 IIC '11) '1' l{c})ort'). In order to account for all these effects, we C}IOSO to establish a set of secondary standards in each of the WI?C M81 fields, obtained from ground-based photometry of the brighter stars.
Ground-based Photometry
A variety of telescopes were used to obtain photometry of the M81 fields and to verify our calibrations. IWRI observations from the Canada-France-Hawaii Telescope (CFHT) were obtained on 1988 January 19-21 of the then only known Cepheids V30 and V2 (Madore, Freedman & Lee 1993; Freedman & Madore 1988) . Lower S/N data were also obtained at the Palomar 1.5m by M. G. Lee on 1992 June 26, which confirmed the CFHT calibration at a level of 0.03 mag at V and 0.01 mag at 1. Further confirmation that the CFHT night was photometric and the calibration reliable is inferred from a comparison of photometry of NGC 2403 obtained on the CFHT on the same night as the M81 frame, and on the Kitt Peak National Observatory (KPNO) 4m on 1984 March 23 by Madore and Freedman, which agree to better than + 0.02 mag for BVR and 1 (Freedman, Lee & Madore 1993 ).
Unfortunately, the CFHT photometry has a small field of view, and only covers a little more than half the M81 V30 field, and none of the major axis field. This was remedied by observations with the Palomar 5m on the nights of 1992 June 8 and 9, using the COSMIC camera at the prime focus, with Johnson V and Gunn i filters. COSMIC was built by the Carnegie Observatories, and has a 2048x2048
Tektronix CCD with a gain of 3.8 electrons/ADU, a readout noise of 6.6 ADU, and a field of view of 9.5 arcmin squared. Table 1 lists the object and standard fields observed, plus their exposure time (seconds), universal time and airmass. All frames were bias-subtracted and divided by flat fields. For the V exposures, the flat fields for each night were obtained from a median of several twilight sky exposures. However, for the i flat field of June 8, only one twilight sky was obtained. This was used to characterize the general field variations due to vignetting, etc, by fitting a spline surface (with 3 knots). The pixel-to-pixel variations were obtained from a median of several dome exposures. To remove unwanted variations due to non-uniform dome illumination, this was divided by a spline-fitted surface. The real surface variations in the i flat were then restored by multiplying this by the surface fitted to the twilight flat.
l'hotornetry of the stellar images was determined from both synthetic aperture and PSF-fitting }Jhoto]]]etry, using I) AOPIIOT (Stetson 1987) and AI, I, S1'AR (a second-generation profile-fitting algorithnl w~lich simultaneously fits overlapping profiles to all stars contained within a CCD image).
Samples of the stellar PSF were obtained from w20-50 visually isolated stars in each exposure (to allow for seeing variations between exposures). The aperture magnitudes as a function of aperture radius were inspected for each PSF star, and those that were markedly discrepant were discarded (as they were probable merged stars, HI1 regions, clusters or background galaxies). Tots] magnitudes for the PSF stars were determined by fitting growth curves to the aperture photometry, where aperture radii ranged from 2 to 20 pixels, using DAOGROW (Stetson 1990) . The mean differences between these total magnitudes and the AI, I,STAR (PSF) magnitudes were used to correct the ALLSI'AR photometry of all stellar images to total magnitudes. Table 1 references (see l'igure 1). Observations at Palomar with the Gunn i filter are routinely transformed to the Cousins system, and there is no color term (Tinney 1993). The night of June 8, althcjugh appearing clear, was perhaps smoggy at the start, as the v' mags were observed to decrease by ~0.1 mag between each of the PG1323, M92 and SA110 exposures. The v' -V transform was therefore derived from PG1323, as it was taken immediately after the M81 fields. However, having no z exposure for PG 1323, the V -I transform was derived from M92 and SA1 10. The night of June 9 seemed to be photometric, but the transforms were derived from only the PG1323, I'G1633 and G67-23 fields, as the M92 magnitudes were discrepant. The change in sensitivity between the two nights, as indicated by the N 0.2 mag difference in v' -V zero points, is due to a different normalization used in the flat fields (corresponding to -0.07 mag from June 8 to June 9) and a decrease in sensitivity on the first night of 0..12 mag, due presumably to increased extinction (as determined from PG1323 -a standard field taken on both nights at an almost identical airmass). The results of these transformations were confirmed by the CFHT photometry, which covered a portion of the V30 field. A comparison of the common secondary standards between the COSMIC and CFHT photometry (Table 4) Table 2 , shows that all the ground-based photometry sets agree in the mean to better than 0.04 msg.
HST WFC Photometry
The 22 F555W and 6 F7851,P exposures of the V30 field were acquired on the dates and for the exposure times (in seconds) given in Table 3 , which also lists the rootnames that identifies each exposure in the H ST archive. The exposure times were identical for the major axis field exposures, which were observed immediately prior to each of the V30 exposures. The 11ST frames were passed through STSCI'S Routine Science Data Processing calibration pipeline (Lauer 1989), which makes a correction for the analogue to digital conversion, subtracts bias and dark frames, and divides by flatfields. For the F555W frames, a better earth-streak derived flat field was obtained in early 1992, and so all frames acquired prior to this were reprocessed through the pipeline. Although contamination effects (cajlcd measles) have been reported in shorter wavelength images, no evidence was found for this eirec.t in any of our l'555W and 11'7851,P frames. Stetson (1993, in preparation) has written a modified version of ALLSTAR, called ALLFRAME, which takes advantage of the multi-epoch nature of the M81 photometry . Briefly, ALLFRAME is a third generation algorithm which simultaneously fits prcjfiles to all stars contained within an ensemble of CCD images for a given field. It takes as input a. list of objects and initial coordinate transformations from each epoch to the others, plus epoch to epoch magnitude offsets (due to exposure time and sensitivity differences between epochs), and a PSF model (one for each chip/filter) with residuals which vary quadratically as a function of chip coordinates. A succession of PSI) fits are made to all the objects on the list in each of the epoch frames. While it does so, AL1,FRAMF, updates the coordinate transformations, and down-weights any pixels that deviate from the mean, thereby minimizing the effects of bad pixels and cosmic rays (Stetson 1987 ).
One of the major problems with most WFC images is the large number of cosmic ray events. For the exposure times used (900 or 1200 seconds in l?555W, and 1800 seconds in F7851,P), a large fraction ('????) of the stellar images are affected by cosmic rays. TO provide a robust list of stellar objects for ALI,FRAME, free of cosmic ray events, median images were created of each chip in each field, in each of the F555W and F785LP filters. The precise area covered by each exposure at each epoch is offset from every other by slight (0.3 pixels in the major axis field and 8 pixels in the F555W V30 field) and sometimes not so slight (up to 100 pixels in each coordinate in the 11'785J, P V30 field) amounts, which were dcterlr]ined by identifying several isolated bright stars o]l each chip, and matching these .
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in each of the epoch frames, to create translation and rotation transformations between each epoch (which were later used by ALLFRAME). These transformations were then used to shift each frame, before creating a median image. The median image was used only to generate the list of positions of real objects for AI, LFRAM13. The ALLFRAME photometry derived from PSF fits at each of these positions waa obtained from each of the single epoch frames.
For the major axis field, the PSFS used in DAOPHOT and AI, LFRAME (one for each filter) were determined from combined median images of chips 1 and 2, as this yielded enough isolated stars to derive a PSF which allowed for quadratic spatial variations in the profile (Stetson 1991 (Stetson , 1992 . For the V30 field, the PSFS were modelled on a grid of artificial stars produced by TinyTim v2.1 (kindly provided by J. Krist, STSCI) for each of the four chips, and each of the two filters. Tiny Tim waa also used to search for variations in the PSF from epoch to epoch (due to telescope outgaasing that causes slight changes in focus), but the differences were found to be marginal, so only one grid of stars was produced for each chip and filter, at a mean epoch.
After the ALLFRAME reductions were completed, we realised the differences in the empirical and Tiny Tim PSFS may be significant. Comparisons were made by using both PSFS in DAOPHOT/ALl,STAR reductions of a 5x5 grid of chip 2 observations of the same star (HD 151406 -FO spectral type) obtained by STSCI on 1991 Nov 9 as part of their calibration database. Over the whole chip, the mean difference between the empirical and TT PSF magnitudes was only +0.03 mag, with an rms of 0,15. However, there was radial structure in the differences, and the mean magnitude difference for those stars within N300 pixels of the center of symmetry of chip 2 was +0.15, with an rms of 0.09 msg. (Unfortunately no similar grid of stars exists for the other chips, although we would expect comparable differences.)
New empirical PSFS were then made for each chip, by combining the median images from the V30 and major axis fields (in order to have enough bright isolated stars in each chip). Systematic differences as a function of chip position are seen between these new and old empirical PSFS and the Tiny Tim PSFS.
However, since we are calibrating the ALLFRAME mags directly against secondary standards in each of the fields, the zero-point differences were accounted for in the conversion of ALLFRAME mags (11'555W~I, F and F785LP~LF) to standard mags (V and F7851,1'), and the positional differences were less than the uncertainties in the secondary standard magnitudes. l'or examj)lc, the rms difference between the secondary standard mags and those derived from the old and new 1'S1's changed from 8 0.07 to 0.05 (chip 1), and from 0.14 to 0.10 (chip 2) in F555W, and from 0.14 to 0.15 (chip 1), and from 0.15 to 0.12 (chip 2) in F785LP. Nevertheless, we are continuing with experiments to impro~'e fits to the WFC PSI?.
Calibration of WFC Photometry
Secondary standards in each of the 11S2' WFC fields in M81 were established from the CFHT and Palomar photometry. These are listed in Table 4 , which gives their identifying number corresponding to Figure 3c -d, their V and V -1 magnitudes, their ALLFRAME identifier and positions with respect to the raw (800x800 pixels) }lST frames, an d their mean ALLJ?RAME magnitudes. The median IIST WFC images were used to visually inspect each potential secondary standard, to ensure they wrere isolated stellar images (over half the 'stellar images' identified on the COSMIC frames turned out to be HI1 regions or clusters on the 11ST frames). The mean differences between the ground-based secondary standard magnitudes and the A. LI,-I;RAMH WFC magnitudes are given in Table 5 . The results for the V30 and major axis fields, which used different PSFS (see above), are equivzdent at NO.1 mag in V. In F785LP the differences are larger, chip 1 being 0.4 msg. We experimented with various possible correction methods, including fitting a surface to the old empirical PSF and Tiny Tim PSIJ magnitude differences of synthetic stars generated by the new empirical PSF, and fitting surfaces to the F555W and F785LP flat field corrections (Phillips 1993), but none systematically reduced the field to field differences. Therefore we combine the two uncorrected results, to give a mean offset between the standard and ALL FRAMJ3 photometry, given in 'l'able 6. These results are comparable to what we can derive from the IDT Report (the numbers in ]Jarentheses in Table 6 ), wherein corrections have been applied for the W1'C sensitivity at F555W on 1992 Jii]ltl~rv 3 (~salne date as the first of our M81 epochs, to which all the AI.1,11'I{AME magnitudes arc tralisforlned) arid the differences in sensitivity bet.wee]l W 11'C chips (11) '1' lteport 'J'able 12.1 3), as well as the aperture correction from ALLI?RAME magnitudes to a radius of 40 pixels (measured to be 1.60 mag).
Color Magnitude Diagram
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Conclusions
When the V-F555WA~F corrections in Tablc6 are applied to the ALLFRAME photometry, we derive the luminosity function in Figure 4 , which is of all stars that appeared in all F555W frames from all chips and both fields, after removing any stars whose rms dispersion was more than 3 standard deviations from the mean, as these are likely to be either variables or to have been contaminated by cosmic ray hits. The turnover indicates we are complete down to V N 25, which represents the single-epoch lnagllitUde limit for a N 1000 sec WFC F555W exposure. The uncertainties in these magnitudes are shown in Figure 5 , which plots the mean rms dispersion from the 22 F555W epochs about the mean magnitude in each of 50 magnitude bins. Also plotted here are the mean single-epoch uncertainties for each magnitude, as calculated by ALLFRAM F., and close agreement is seen down to V s 25, beyond which the ALLFRAME uncertainties and rms dispersions start to lose meaning, as they are for magnitudes clearly beyond the limit of WFC.
Using the calibration in Table 6 , the mean V magnitudes of the Cepheids found in M81 ranged Cepheicl magnitudes results in an uncertainty in the zero point of a line of best fit to the P-L relation of 0.05 mag . 'l'he CMD analysis shows that all the Cepheids are located in the instability strip, and that the stellar populations in these two M81 fields have similar magnitudes and colors as those in the disk of M33.
In order to improve the photometric accuracy, work is continuing to better characterize the WFC PSF and its variation across each chip. In addition, we are planning to obtain deeper ground-based images of the two M81
11S2" photometry due (-23, -123, -223) , as referred to in Table 1 . The dashed lines are least-squares fits to the data, and are the transformations used to convert the COSMIC photometry to standard (see text). ---, 
